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Abstract—Industrial Control System (ICS) communication
transmits monitoring and control data between industrial processes and the control station. ICS systems cover various domains
of critical infrastructure such as the power plants, water and gas
distribution, or aerospace traffic control. Security of ICS systems
is usually implemented on the perimeter of the network using ICS
enabled firewalls or Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). These
techniques are helpful against external attacks, however, they are
not able to effectively detect internal threats originating from a
compromised device with malicious software. In order to mitigate
or eliminate internal threats against the ICS system, we need
to monitor ICS traffic and detect suspicious data transmissions
that differ from common operational communication. In our
research, we obtain ICS monitoring data using standardized
IPFIX flows extended with meta data extracted from ICS protocol
headers. Unlike other anomaly detection approaches, we focus on
modelling the semantics of ICS communication obtained from
the IPFIX flows that describes typical conversational patterns.
This paper presents a technique for modelling ICS conversations
using frequency prefix trees and Deterministic Probabilistic
Automata (DPA). As demonstrated on the attack scenarios, these
models are efficient to detect common cyber attacks like the
command injection, packet manipulation, network scanning, or
lost connection. An important advantage of our approach is that
the proposed technique can be easily integrated into common
security information and event management (SIEM) systems with
Netflow/IPFIX support. Our experiments are performed on IEC
60870-5-104 (aka IEC 104) control communication that is widely
used for the substation control in smart grids.
Index Terms—ICS, probabilistic automata, network monitoring, anomaly detection, IPFIX, IEC 104

I. I NTRODUCTION
Protection of the critical infrastructure that includes smart
grids, water treatment, gas and oil distribution, railways or
aerospace traffic control has become a challenge for security
experts during past years [1], [2]. Cyber security is essential to
the safe and reliable operation of modern industrial processes.
Industrial Control Systems (ICS) and Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems are typically used
in many industries to monitor and control physical processes.
With adoption of IT technologies like TCP/IP or Ethernet,
cyber attacks against ICS/SCADA systems become easier. The
attacks on the industrial systems from the outside can be
effectively filtered out on the perimeter of an ICS network
978-3-903176-32-4 © 2021 IFIP

by ICS-enabled firewalls or IDS systems. This protection is,
however, ineffective against the attacks originating from the
inside of the network. Such attacks can be initiated by a
malware installed on a control station, from a compromised
host or a rogue device connected to the internal network.
Attackers first scan the ICS network in order to identify
potential attack targets and then they launch an attack that
can control industrial processes, steal sensitive data or damage
functionality of the system [3], [4], e.g., the cyber attack
against the Ukrainian power grid in 2016 [5], cyber-espionage
group APT33 targeting aerospace and energy sector in the
U.S., Saudi Arabia and South Korea in 2017 [6], or the attack
against pharmaceutical company Bayer in 2019.
In order to identify and eliminate internal cyber threats
against the ICS system, we need to monitor ICS communication and detect suspicious behavior [7], [8]. As showed in
our previous work [9], high visibility of ICS communication
can be achieved using IPFIX flow monitoring extended with
meta data extracted from ICS protocol headers on the application layer. These so called ICS flow records contain flow
properties extracted from the IP layer (source and destination
IP addresses), transport layer (source and destination ports),
and application layer (e.g., object ID, operation type, response
type) [10]. ICS flow records also include statistical properties
of the flow, e.g., the starting and ending time, the number of
transmitted bytes, packets, etc., which make them a valuable
source of data for anomaly detection [11]. Flow records are
usually collected on the network management system where
they are analyzed for security purposes [12].
In this paper, we apply a probabilistic approach to model the
ICS traffic. The traffic is seen as a sequence of “conversations”
between pairs of ICS devices. Each conversation is understood
as a string with certain probability of occurrence in a typical
traffic. Our approach is based on learning a deterministic probabilistic automaton (DPA) that describes the distribution of the
occurrence probability over the conversations. For that, we use
the learning algorithm [13]. A typical ICS traffic between two
ICS/SCADA devices is stable, predictable, and uses a limited
set of commands [14]–[16]. This makes it possible to learn
a DPA that represents the ICS traffic accurately, and use it
effectively to detect anomalies.
Anomaly detection (AD) compares a DPA representing an

input network traffic with the previously learnt model. If these
models differ, it means that either unknown conversations were
found in the input data or that the legitimate communication
strings appeared with an unusual frequency. This points either
to malfunctioning of the network or a cyber attack.
The proof of concept of this technique was demonstrated
in our previous work [10]. In this paper, we focus on effectiveness and accuracy of the method that is demonstrated on
typical classes of cyber attacks [17].

a probabilistic suffix tree (PST) that represented underlying
timing patterns of spontaneous events for each attribute class.
Using the changes of distribution of inter-arrival times, they
categorized the traffic into five different groups based on
periodicity and stability of observed times. They used PSTs
to predict the future behavior of communication and detect
possible changes. Their method is computationally demanding
and sensitive to network delays. Instead of modelling timing
features we focus on semantics of IEC 104 conversations in
order to detect irregularities in exchanged commands.
Martinelli et al. [20] employ a network of timed automata
(TA) to model the SCADA water distribution system. Numerical values of water tank level are mapped into three
classes. Time changes represent edges in the TAs. Anomaly
detection is implemented using formal verification of predefined temporal logic formulae over the model. This method
has a limited usage due to the manual creation of the model
and high demands on model checking computation.
Goldenberg and Wool [21] similarly to us model semantics
of ICS protocol, more specifically, sequences of queries and
responses of Modbus communication. Their model employs
deterministic finite automata (DFA) where symbols of the
alphabet represent a tuple of a transaction ID, function code,
reference number, and bit/word count of the Modbus packet.
DFA transitions express the predicted behavior of the system
which can be either normal, retransmission, miss, or unknown.
The created model is sensitive to out-of-order messages and
is able to recognize invalid messages. In our work, we also
observe probability of transmitted messages that is important
for detection of command injection and replay attacks.
Probabilistic approach to SCADA communication was applied by Caselli et al. [22], [23] who introduce a sequenceaware intrusion detection system based on discrete-time
Markov chains (DTMC). The modeling process clusters all
messages with the same semantic meaning to one state, e.g.,
read coils from address 0. Transitions represent a sequence
of messages with probability related to the jump from state
A to B. In our approach, messages are represented as strings
accepted by a DPA rather than states as in Caselli’s approach.
An important advantage of our system is that input data is
obtained using standardized IPFIX flow monitoring [24]. Input
flow records extended with ICS header values are sufficient
to create an accurate model of ICS communication suitable
for anomaly detection. To our best knowledge, we are not
aware of any published work on using probabilistic automata
for modelling ICS/SCADA semantics for anomaly detection.

Contribution: The main contribution of this paper is a
technique that effectively models ICS communication using
probabilistic automata. We consider two probabilistic models:
deterministic probabilistic automata and frequency prefix trees.
While prefix trees are easy and fast to construct, DPAs provide
more compact representation which is generated in polynomial
time [13]. The second contribution involves anomaly detection
using DPAs. We introduce two methods: the first one is based
on computing the probability of a single conversation wrt.
DPA, the second one compares two probabilistic distributions
representing the learnt model and the input traffic. The proposed technique was designed so that (i) it is effective in
detection of common cyber attacks on ICS networks, and
(ii) can be easily implemented into a SIEM system. Anomaly
detection using DPAs is demonstrated on IEC 104 traffic.
Structure of the Paper: After introduction, Sec. II gives
an overview of the recent research related to the anomaly detection of ICS and SCADA systems. Sec. III gives preliminaries on probabilistic automata. Sec. IV describes a process how
DPAs are generated from ICS flow records. Sec. V presents
anomaly detection using DPAs. Results of our experiments
with IEC 104 communication are given in Sec. VI. The last
section concludes our work and discusses further research.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Anomaly detection (AD) of ICS/SCADA communication
has been explored by many research teams in previous years
as a response to the increasing threats of cyber attacks against
the critical infrastructure [7], [16]. Unlike signature-based
approach, anomaly detection creates a model of the legitimate
behavior of an ICS system during normal operations. Then,
AD system observes deviations of an input traffic wrt. the
normal behavior model. If the deviation is higher then a given
threshold, the input communication is marked as anomalous.
Rakas et al. [16] divide AD systems into three groups:
statistical-based (univariate, multivariate, time series, cumulative sum), knowledge-based (finite automata, description
scripts, expert systems), and machine learning-based (using
Bayesian networks, Markov models, neural networks, fuzzy
logic, etc.). Our approach is a combination of knowledgebased and machine learning-based techniques because we
employ probabilistic approach as in Markov models and the
model is implemented as a (probabilistic) automaton.
Similar approach to ours was explored by Lin and NadjmTehrani [18], [19] who observed three attributes of IEC
104 communication (A SDU T YPE, C OT, IOA) and created

III. P RELIMINARIES
A. Probabilistic Automata
We write Σ∗ to denote the set of all finite strings over an
alphabet Σ, with  denoting the empty string. A deterministic
probabilistic automaton (DPA) is a tuple A = (Σ, Q, δ, q0 , F)
where Σ is an alphabet, Q is a finite set of states, δ :
Q × Σ × Q → [0, 1] is a (total) transition function assigning
probabilities from the interval [0, 1] of rational numbers to
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transitions, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F : Q → [0, 1] is a
mapping assigning the acceptance probabilities to states.
The probabilistic automaton must satisfy the consistency
condition requiring that for each state q, the sum of probabilities of the outgoing transitions
P plus the probability of
acceptance is 1, that is, F(q) + a∈Σ,r∈Q δ(q, a, r) = 1.
Additionally, since the automaton is implicitly deterministic,
every state q ∈ Q must have a unique successor via every
symbol a, that is, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀a ∈ Σ : | {r | δ(q, a, r) > 0} | = 1.
The automaton defines a probability distribution PA :
Σ∗ → [0, 1] over Σ∗ as follows. Each string w =
a1 . . . an ∈ Σ∗ has its unique trace, the sequence π =
(q0 , a1 , q1 ) · · · (qn−1 , an , qn ) where δ(qi−1 , ai , qi ) > 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and its Q
probability is defined based on the trace as
PA (w) = F(qn ) · 1≤i≤n δ(qi−1 , ai , qi ). Informally, PA (w)
is the probability of the random walk through the automaton
that respects the symbols of w and accepts at the end.

transmission (periodic, spontaneous, activation, confirmation),
information object address (IOA), and a list of information objects and elements with data transmitted to/from a substation.
In our work, we focus on i-frames only and two ASDU attributes: type (A SDU T YPE) and Cause of Transmission (C OT).
IV. M ODELLING SCADA C OMMUNICATION U SING
P ROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA
In this section, we give a brief overview of the approach
we use for learning probabilistic automata models of network
communication, and of the specific techniques we use to preprocess the ICS flow records for the learning algorithm in
order to provide meaningful results.
A. Learning Deterministic Probabilistic Automata
We first briefly outline the DPA learning algorithm Alergia
from [13] that we use in our framework. Given a multiset
S of strings on the input, the algorithm outputs a DPA that
approximates the probabilities of the individual strings in S.
The algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
1) Create a prefix tree with strings from S where each
edge is labeled by the frequency of occurrences of the
respective string prefix in S. Interpret the prefix tree as
an DFFA.
2) Generalize and compact the DFFA by merging “similar”
states. In our experiments, we consider two version of the
algorithm, one which includes this step and one which
does not. We call the former version (with merging)
Alergia and the latter version Prefix tree.
Now we will describe steps 1 and 2 in more detail.

Example 1. Consider a DPA from Fig. 1. Then PA (abc) =
1.0 · 0.3 · (0.2 · 0.3 + 0.5 · 0.1) = 0.033.
c, 0.2

a, 1.0
q0

c, 0.5
q1 , 0.1

b, 0.6

q2 , 0.3
b, 0.3

Fig. 1: Example of a probabilistic automaton. States are
labeled with a state name and the accepting probability (no
number corresponds to zero probability). Transitions are labelled with a symbol and the probability taking this transition.
A deterministic frequency finite automaton (DFFA) is a
tuple A = (Σ, Q, δ, q0 , F) that differs from a probabilistic
automaton only so that δ and F assign natural numbers
representing frequencies to transitions and states, i.e., δ :
Q × Σ × Q → N and F : Q → N, and that consistency
here means that there is no state with the overall frequency
equal to 0, where
P the overall frequency of a state q is
C(q) = F(q) + a∈Σ,r∈Q δ(q, a, r).
An DFFA can be normalized to an DPA by dividing the
acceptance frequencies of each state q and frequencies of its
outgoing transitions by its overall frequency C(q), see [13].

Prefix tree. The prefix tree is a compact (but still precise)
representation of the multiset S. Its nodes are prefixes of
strings in S (hence  is the root) and there is an edge labeled
by the symbol a from u to u.a if and only if both u and u.a are
prefixes of strings from S, see Fig. 2. The edge is also labeled
by the number of
P occurrences of the prefix u.a in S, that is,
by the number w∈S,∃v:w=u.v S(w). Note that by S(w) we
denote the number of occurrences of string w in S.
The prefix tree may be interpreted as a frequency automaton,
called prefix tree automaton of S, where nodes are states,
edges correspond to transitions,  is the initial state, and the
acceptance frequency of a each state w equals S(w).

B. Protocol IEC 104
For our experiments, we deal with the IEC 60870-5-104
(aka IEC 104) protocol [25] that is widely used in smart grids
for substation control. IEC 104 is running on application layer
of the TCP/IP model. The IEC 104 packet is formed by the
fixed-length Application Protocol Control Information (APCI)
header and Application Service Data Unit (ASDU) [26].
Control fields in the APCI define three types of the IEC
104 packet: u-frames used for tests, start and stop of data
transfers, s-frames for supervisory function and i-frames that
encapsulate ASDU data units exchanged between a central
telecontrol station (master) and telecontrol outstation (slave).
The ASDU contains a type (e.g., single point of information, measured valued, single command, file ready), cause of

Generalization. Generalization is the main part of Alergia.
Here, we will outline only the basic idea (see [13] for details).
The algorithm performs an exploration of the prefix tree
automaton from the initial state (the root). While exploring the
tree, it merges states r on the frontier of the so far undiscovered part of the tree with the previously discovered states q.
Merging is a recursive procedure that merges the sub-tree
rooted by r into the automaton reachable from q. The acceptance frequency of r is added to the acceptance frequency of
q. Moreover, for each symbol a, the frequency of the outgoing
a-transition of r is added to the frequency of the outgoing atransition of q, and the merging procedure is recursively called
on the target states of the two merged transitions.
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Two states q and r are merged under the condition that
they are sufficiently similar. Similarity here means that their
acceptance frequencies are close enough as well as the frequencies of the outgoing a-transitions for each symbol a.
What similarity is sufficient is controlled by the parameter
α of the algorithm. α also corresponds to the probability
that the merged automaton wrongly rejects a string from
S. Additionally, states that are too insignificant, i.e., have a
too small overall frequency, are excluded from merging no
matter their similarity. The threshold overall frequency t0 is
the second parameter of the algorithm.

7 (confirmation activation), 9 (confirmation deactivation), or
44–47 (unknown resource) [26].
d) Message abstraction: To represent normal network
communication using automata, we need to set a suitable
level of abstraction and remove irrelevant details from the
messages. Too much details would lead to an over-specialised
learnt model that marks small nuances in communication as
anomalies while too little details would blur the boundaries
between normal communication and anomalies. For instance,
each message (flow record) contains a timestamp, which
makes the message unique. The learning procedure hence
could hardly find any regular structure in the communication.
For IEC 104 protocol [26], we particularly take into account
fields A SDU T YPE and C OT that determine the high-level
communication model, and abstract from fields containing
concrete data values, time, etc. A message (ICS flow record)
after abstraction is modelled as a pair hA SDU T YPE, C OTi.
Thus, a conversation between two IEC 104 devices is a
sequence of such pairs.

B. Data Pre-processing
We will now describe the way in which we obtain ICS flow
records and in which we pre-process them to prepare a suitable
sample set S for the DPA learning algorithm.
a) Collecting ICS flows: To collect ICS flow1 , we need
to monitor ICS network by an IPFIX monitoring probe with
ICS protocol support2 . The probe observes passing traffic and
creates ICS flow records3 with meta data extracted from ICS
headers. Flow records describing ICS communication within
a given time window are transmitted to a IPFIX collector or
SIEM system. Using ICS flows we learn a high-level communication model that includes ICS semantics, e.g., requested
operations, device status, etc. In case of IEC 104 protocol,
we focus on i-messages, i.e., IEC 104 messages that transmit
application commands [26].
b) Partitioning the traffic by communication pairs: Given
a network flow records, our aim is to obtain an automaton for
each pair of communicating devices describing the communication between the two. We therefore partition the traffic according to the communication pairs. This is easily done since
each device is uniquely identified by a pair hIP address, porti.
c) Splitting the traffic into conversations: The learning
algorithm from Sec. IV-A takes a multiset of strings as the
input. Network traffic is represented by ICS flow records
which correspond to a single sequence of messages. Therefore,
we first divide ICS flow records into a multiset of conversations, i.e., sequences of logically connected messages that
correspond to one “communication session” of two devices.
The sample set S then consists of the conversations and the
learnt probabilistic automata denote a probability distribution
over conversations. Recall that we work with messages on the
application layer, thus, there can be multiple ICS conversation
within one TCP session. This is typical for IEC 104 protocol.
Identification of a conversation in the sequence of flow records
is based on the expert knowledge of the particular ICS protocol. In case of IEC 104 protocol, the conversation is finished
by messages with A SDU T YPE = 70 (end of initialization),
123 (last segment), 124 (ACK file), and packets with C OT =

Example 2. Consider a sample of conversations S
consisting of four conversations starting with prefix
h122,12i.h120,13i.h122,13i . . . and four with only one
message h36,3i. Then the automaton constructed from this
sample using the Prefix tree approach is shown in Fig. 2.

h122, 13i q2 , 0(0)
0.5(4)
q0

h36, 3i
0.5(4)

h120, 13i
1.0(4)

q3 , 0(0)

h122, 13i
1.0(4)

q4 , 0(0)

q1 , 1.0(4)

Fig. 2: Prefix tree automaton created from IEC 104 flows. The
numbers in brackets denote labels of the prefix tree, numbers
in parenthesis express the number of prefix occurrences
.
In summary, the data pre-processing includes three steps:
1) From a given dataset, we extract only the IEC 104 flow
records with i-messages and partition them by pairs of
communication entities.
2) The modified traffic is further split into conversations.
3) We apply the abstraction on each message.
The pre-processed data forms the input for learning as described in Sec. IV-A.
V. A NOMALY D ETECTION
Now we show how the learnt model of the network traffic
is used to detect anomalies. Our detection mechanism works
on the level of time windows of a fixed duration (particularly,
5 minutes) that are collected by the IPFIX monitoring probe.
The length of a time window is not a fixed parameter and
it may be changed. Its value corresponds to the Netflow
export timeout recommended for flow monitoring in order to
minimize flooding of the network by monitoring data. For time

1 ICS

flow is an IPFIX flow extended with ICS meta data [27].
is supported by Flowmon probe, see https://www.flowmon.com/en/
solutions/solutions-by-industry/industrial-control-systems-scada [Sept 2020]
3 The flow record contains meta data about the flow, e.g., timestamp, src
and dst address, msg length, duration, etc., see [24].
2 This
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TABLE I: Datasets used for experimental evaluation
Conversations Cp for a
communication pair p

Traffic window

Benchmark
iec104
10122018-104Mega
10122018-104Mega (part 0)
13122018-mega104
13122018-mega104 (part 1)
mega104-14-12-18
mega104-17-12-18
KTH-RTU1
KTH-RTU1 (part 1)
KTH-RTU1 (part 2)
KTH-RTU4
RICS

Cp , p
Detection
Mechanism

Cp , Ap

DPA Ap selection

Fig. 3: Overview of the anomaly detection.
critical systems the timeout can be shortened. The detection
has three consecutive phases, also shown in Fig. 3:
1) The time window is divided into a series of conversations
Cp for each pair of communication devices p identified
by end-to-end IP addresses and ports.
2) A learnt probabilistic automaton Ap describing the normal communication of p is selected using the end-to-end
IP addresses and ports.
3) Anomalies are detected based on comparing Cp with Ap .
The last step, anomaly detection based on a comparison of Cp
and Ap , is implemented as follows.

IEC 104 flows

i-messages

Conv.

Devices

115
104,533
9,905
1,460,829
62,040
14,597
58,930
6,234,474
184
168
3,306,086
1,550,304

91
94,040
8,876
1,313,997
55,772
9,657
37,661
3,117,251
96
87
1,653,046
775,152

31
6,927
503
91,957
3,603
9,125
37,661
2,088,540
59
55
1,107,537
519,352

2
4
2
14
2
2
2
6
2
2
2
2

θ to control if these two automata are different enough to
mark anomaly, i.e., L2 (Ap , A0p ) > θ. The value of θ expresses
sensitivity of detection in interval [0, 1]. Lower value means
higher possibility of false alarms, higher values can cause
that some anomalies would not be discovered. Based on our
experiments we recommend values from 0.1 to 0.25.
A good news is that even though the sum in the definition
of the Euclid distance ranges over all strings, distance L is
computed in a polynomial time. The algorithm uses a matrix
representation of probabilistic automata and on expressing the
infinite sum in a closed form (see [28] for details).

A. Anomaly Detection via Single Conversation Reasoning
The first mechanism for anomaly detection (we call it Single) is based on reasoning about individual conversations. For
each conversation c ∈ Cp , we compute the probability PAp (c)
assigned to c by the probabilistic automaton Ap representing
valid communication of the pair of devices p. If the probability
is below the threshold µ, i.e., PAp (c) ≤ µ, an anomaly is
detected. In this work, we set µ to 0, meaning that we are only
interested in whether Ap marks c as possible (no matter how
far), or not. The advantage of this mechanism is that it allows
to point to the concrete conversation causing the anomaly.

VI. E XPERIMENTS
We evaluate our learning and detection methods on a set
of flow records of the IEC 104 traffic. In the first part of the
evaluation, we focus on learning (discussed in Sec. IV). The
second part is then describes anomaly detection based on the
learnt automata models (discussed in Sec. V).
A. Learning the Model using IEC 104 Flows
We have implemented the algorithm Alergia presented in
Sec. IV and used it with the values of the parameters α and
t0 set mostly according to our empirical experience (for more
details, how to set parameter values, see [29]):
• The parameter α is set to 0.05 which gives a good balance
between the merging (the strength of generalization and
compactness) and classification error.
• The threshold parameter t0 is set as t0 = blog2 |S|c.
The logarithmic function was chosen to obtain a small
increase with the growing number of samples.
We evaluate the algorithm on the real IEC 104 traffic4 . The
characteristics of the benchmarks (name, the number of flows,
i-messages, conversations, and communicating devices) are
summarised in Tab. I. The benchmarks contain from 31 to
millions of conversations. The number of devices occurring in
the traffic varies between 2 and 14. The benchmarks containing
more than two devices are partitioned by a conversation pair
and one of the partitions is selected (the parts are annotated
with the partition number, e.g., 0, 1, 2). We also include the
full unpartitioned version into this experiment even though the
actual anomaly detection uses partitioned data only.

B. Anomaly Detection via Distribution Comparison
The second mechanism focuses on evaluating each 5-minute
traffic window as a whole (instead of on evaluating individual
conversations in isolation). The probabilistic distributions of
every window is compared to the probabilistic distribution of
the learnt model of the normal communication traffic. This
way, we can detect anomalies caused by missing conversations
(e.g., a device stops responding) or by a change of a communication profile, which the method Single cannot detect.
The detection mechanism works as follows. We learn a
DPA A0p from a tested sequence of conversations Cp coming
from the traffic window under scrutiny. We then compare A0p
with the DPA Ap (representing the normal traffic) and if the
difference is too large, we report an anomaly. To quantify how
much different is Ap from A0p , we use the 2-Euclid distance
(or just Euclid distance), defined as
s
2
X 
0
PAp (w) − PA0p (w)
L2 (Ap , Ap ) =
(1)
w∈Σ∗

4 All tested IEC 104 flows are available in CSV format at https://github.com/
matousp/datasets/tree/master/scada-iec104 [Sept 2020]. Datasets KTH-RTU1,
KTH-RTU4, and RICS were provided by the RTSLab in Linköping [18].

Intuitively, the Euclid distance sums the differences of probabilities assigned to strings by Ap and A0p . We use a parameter
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TABLE II: Results of the Alergia and the Prefix tree learning.
Benchmark
iec104
10122018-104Mega
10122018-104Mega (part 0)
13122018-mega104
13122018-mega104 (part 1)
mega104-14-12-18
mega104-17-12-18
KTH-RTU1
KTH-RTU1 (part 1)
KTH-RTU1 (part 2)
KTH-RTU4
RICS

('36', '3') 0.46
4

Alergia
States

Est. parameters
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,
α = 0.05,

t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0

=3
= 11
=7
= 14
= 10
= 11
= 13
= 19
=4
=4
= 19
= 17

44
8
8
8
8
8
3
12
9
9
10
2

Accuracy

States

0% (0/21)
100% (4642/4642)
99.7% (337/338)
99.9% (61606/61612)
99.9% (2414/2415)
100% (6114/6114)
100% (25233/25233)
100% (2088540/2088540)
98.3% (58/59)
100% (55/55)
100% (1107537/1107537)
100% (519352/519352)

44
49
48
38
28
39
3
12
9
9
10
2

Prefix tree
Accuracy
0% (0/21)
99.8% (4636/4642)
99.7% (337/338)
99.9% (61606/61612)
99.8% (2412/2415)
100% (6114/6114)
100% (25233/25233)
100% (2088540/2088540)
98.3% (58/59)
100% (55/55)
100% (1107537/1107537)
100% (519352/519352)

1, 1.0
('125', '13') 0.94

('122', '13') 0.54
3

('120', '13') 1.0

6

('122', '13') 1.0
('121', '13') 0.5

2

('125', '13') 0.5

0

('123', '13') 0.06

7

('124', '13') 1.0
('123', '13') 0.5

5, 0.5

Fig. 4: A probabilistic automaton learnt using Alergia algorithm applied on benchmark 13122018-mega104 (part 1). The
transitions are labeled with pairs (A SDU T YPE, C OT).

('9', '3') 1.0

6

('100', '6') 0.0
('45', '6') 0.0

4, 1.0

0

9

('100', '7') 1.0

3

('45', '7') 1.0
7

('1', '20') 1.0

('45', '10') 1.0

5

('9', '20') 1.0

1

('100', '10') 1.0

2, 1.0

8, 1.0

Fig. 5: A prefix tree learnt using Alergia algorithm applied on KTH-RTU4. Note that the probabilities contains rounded values,
therefore the probability denoted as 0.0 means a very small value (e.g., 1.8 · 10−6 for transitions from 6 to 0 and 6 to 9).

We applied the learning algorithms Alergia and Prefix tree
on each benchmark dataset. One third of each dataset was
used for learning, the other two thirds were used for testing,
i.e., evaluating the accuracy of the learnt model. The accuracy
was computed as the ratio of the accepted conversations (with
non-zero probability) to all conversations in the testing data.
The results are shown in Tab. II. Examples of a DPA learnt by
Alergia and a PTA are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

vs. 99.8% (Prefix tree) in the case of 10122018-104Mega.
It is caused by the fact that Alergia uses merging of the prefix
tree to generalise the sample and derive general regularities.
This way it can recognise even valid conversations which do
not precisely appear in the learning sample. In this particular
case, Alergia learnt that the file transfer may contain any
number of data segments (messages with A SDU T YPE=125 and
C OT=13, see Fig. 4), and thus classify as normal also conversations which contain different numbers of data segments not
seen in the learning sample. Prefix tree, however, classifies
as anomalies everything that does not appear in the learning
sample, as it skips the generalization phase. The number of
false positives generated by the prefix tree is, nevertheless,
small (below 2%). This can be explained by the fact that we
are dealing with a highly regular and relatively simple traffic
which is almost entirely covered by the learning sample.

Discussion: Tab. II shows a high accuracy of both Alergia
and Prefix tree (about 99%) in all cases except iec104. The
case of iec104 illustrates a scenario with an insufficient
learning data (the learning sample contains only one third of
the 115 messages and 31 conversations, which does not cover
the complexity of the communication enough). The learnt
model then has a very little chance to recognise the testing
communication. Notice also that Alergia was not able to generalize (it returned an automaton of the same size as Prefix tree).

Alergia creates more compact automata then Prefix tree,
again thanks to the merging in the generalization and compaction phase. The number of states created by Prefix tree is,
however, still small, despite the large size of the learning set,
thanks to relative simplicity of the communication. In a couple

In some cases (namely 13122018-mega104 and
10122018-104Mega), a usage of Alergia leads to a slightly
smaller number of false positives (i.e., messages that were
wrongly classified as anomalies). In particular 100% (Alergia)
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Fig. 6: Detection of the anomaly scenarios using Distr aler . Each time window represents a five-minute snapshot of the traffic.
{122, 120, 121, 124, 125} which represented a file transfer.
The attack included 221 messages and took 15 minutes.
b) Connection loss: This scenario (see Fig. 6 b) represents a short blackout of a device when connection
was lost. The first connection failure took 10 and 146
messages were lost. The second failure lasted for about
one hour and 921 messages were lost.
c) DoS attack: This denial of service (DoS) attack (see
Fig. 6 c) was directed against a control station. The attacker
sent hundreds of legitimate packets to the destination. He
used a spoofed IP address, which was sending spontaneous
messages with A SDU T YPE=36 and C OT=3. The attack lasted
for half an hour and contained about 1049 spoofed messages.
As seen in Fig. 6 c), the attack was not detected. It is because
the DoS attack scenario contained additional conversations of
the same type A that was present in the training dataset. The
time windows of the valid communication corresponding to
the windows where the attack occurs, also contained many
conversations of the type A so that the constructed probabilistic automata could not capture the change. To make it clear,
consider for instance a time window containing 10 messages of
the type A and another time window containing 1000 messages
of the type A. Then probabilistic automata obtained by Prefix
tree corresponding to these windows are equal (the same is true
for the Alergia algorithm). However, this limit of probabilistic
automata approach can be removed by a combination of the
detection procedure with a simple statistical analysis.
d) Rogue devices: A rogue devices was connected
to the ICS network and started communicating with an
IEC 104 host using legitimate IEC 104 packets. The attacker used a sequence of spontaneous messages with A S DU T YPE =36 and C OT=3. The station correctly responded
with supervisory APDUs. The attack lasted about 30 min.

of benchmarks, in particular KTH-RTU*, the Prefix tree has
the same number of states as the automaton obtained by Alergia. This is caused by a nature of the benchmarks containing
not enough various traffic to apply the state merging.
The advantage of Prefix tree over Alergia is its simplicity
and transparency. In a our scenario (simple highly regular
communication and large learning sets), it is a viable option.
B. Experiments with Anomaly Detection
In this part, we focus on evaluation of our anomaly detection
mechanisms (mentioned in Sec V). In the experiment we
use IEC 104 dataset mega104-17-12-18 created at Brno
University of Technology4 . The benchmark consists of 58,930
messages of IEC 104 communication that were captured
within 3 days of a real network traffic. We experimented with
six types of anomalies discussed below in detail. Each type
of anomaly was simulated by injecting into or removing communication from our traffic sample while keeping the original
features of IEC 104 sessions. The DPA model of the normal
traffic was trained on the original traffic. The results of the
anomaly detection when using Alergia were indistinguishable
from results when using Prefix tree for learning, therefore we
give only one common summary of the results. Our anomaly
detection was used to analyze input data within five minuteslong windows. The outputs are visualised in Fig. 6.
a) Injection attack: In this scenario (see Fig. 6 a), an
attacker compromised a host on the ICS network and started
sending unusual requests. First, the attacker sent activation
messages with A SDU T YPE=45 and C OT=6, which requested
the execution of the command on the target host. The host correctly confirmed with C OT=7. The first attack took 5 minutes
and included 83 packets. During the second injection attack the
attacker tried to transfer a file from the target to the compromised host. The attacker sent messages with A SDU T YPE ∈
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TABLE III: Comparison of the detection methods

and included 417 packets, see Fig. 6 d).
e) Scanning attack: This scenario includes the horizontal
scanning (enumerating IP addresses of the network segment)
and the vertical scanning (IOA addresses on the selected host),
see Fig. 6 e). First, the attacker sent IEC 104 Test Frame messages on port 2404 (used by IEC 104) and observed responses.
If a station responded, the attacker started the vertical scanning
of the host using General Interrogation ASDUs sent to IOA
addresses 1 to 127. Each attack took about 15–20 minutes.
f) Switching attack: The switching attack implemented
the similar scenario as used in the attack against Ukrainian
power plant using CrashOverride malware [30]. During this
attack a series of IEC 104 packets with A SDU T YPE=46 and
a sequence of C OT numbers (6, 7, 10) were sent to the target
that caused switching the device on and off, see Fig. 6 f). The
attack lasted for 10 minutes and transferred 72 packets.
Results: We evaluated our detection methods described in
Sec. V using above scenarios. For the detection via single
conversation reasoning we set threshold µ = 0 and for the case
of the detection via distribution comparison we set θ = 0.25.
The length of a time window was 5 minutes. The results
comparing the proposed methods are shown in Tab. III. We
have compared the detection via single conversation reasoning (Single), detection via distribution comparison based on
learning DPAs using Alergia (Distr aler ), and detection via
distribution comparison based on learning DPAs using the
Prefix tree (Distr pref ). The detection results for Distr aler
of the considered scenarios are shown in Fig. 6. The graphs
show Euclid distance of the valid traffic and the traffic under
inspection for each time window (see Eq. 1, Sec. V-B).
Discussion: From Tab. III we can see that the Distr aler
and Distr pref detection methods are equally successful in all
cases except the DoS attack scenario as discussed above.
The Single detection method does not find anomalies in
DoS attack and the Communication loss scenario. In case of
communication loss, Single is not able to detect an anomaly
because it only analyses existing individual conversations
(unlike the distribution comparison method).
From graphs in Fig. 6 we can see that in the case of
Distr aler , we are able to detect all anomalies, including multiple occurrences within the scenario (except the discussed DoS
attack scenario) with no false positives. The same is true also
for Distr pref (the graphs look the same, so we do not present
them here). For the case of the Single detection approach, the
situation is also encouraging. This detection approach is able
to detect all anomalies including their multiple occurrences.
Our detection methods do not report any false positives (no
other windows in the traffic are evaluated as anomalous). They
give alerts exactly on the ongoing anomalies, except the two
missed anomalies discussed above.

Anomaly
Communication loss
Switching attack
Scanning attack
DoS attack
Rogue devices
Injection attack

Single

Distr pref

Distr aler

7
3
3
7
3
3

3
3
3
7
3
3

3
3
3
7
3
3

using small number of states and edges. The automata are
automatically generated from samples of ICS communication
obtained from ICS flow records. The automata model the
semantics of ICS communication exchanged between two ICS
devices. The semantics is extracted from the protocol headers
based on the expert knowledge. We showed that for IEC 104
communication, it is enough to consider only A SDU T YPE
and Cause of Transmission (C OT) extracted from i-messages.
We also make experiments with other ICS protocols (Goose,
MMS, DLMS). Recommended header values of these protocols are listed in [10].
We experimented with two modes of anomaly detection.
In Single mode, a single conversation could be marked as
anomalous if it was not recognised by the learnt automaton.
In Distribution mode, probabilistic distributions of entire five
minutes long windows were compared against the distribution
of the learnt normal traffic. We demonstrated that these detection methods were able to detect common classes of cyber
attacks on ICS/SCADA systems, i.e., the switching attack,
command injection, connection of a rogue device, or the
scanning. The automata were not suitable for detecting denial
of service attacks if they used communication sequences that
were present in the training dataset. However, a DoS could be
easily detected by statistical methods.
Our choice of probabilistic automata as a modeling mechanism for the network traffic is based on the idea that DPAs can
be efficiently learnt from positive examples and that besides
the regular structure of the communication, they capture
also its probability distribution (which proved beneficial for
instance for the detection of connection loss).
In the future, we would like to apply this technique on other
types of SCADA protocols, e.g., Modbus or Goose, that are
built on the publish–subscribe model rather than the client–
server data exchange as in case of IEC 104. Additionally, we
plan to enhance our method with a statistical reasoning that can
detect attacks like denial-of-service, and to investigate possible
merits and feasibility of modeling time of the communication.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
We have introduced a new technique for efficient modelling
of ICS/SCADA communication using probabilistic automata.
Since the ICS communication is stable and regular, the automata capture the normal communication rather precisely
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